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Small, efficient and portable.

I

f you enjoy portable HF operation, need an

Becau se the Fiberglas covers a wood core,
the structural integ rity o f the antenna is not
affected.

antenna thai can be quickly set up for emergency situa tions, or just plain live in an apartment or light space that doesn't allow large
antennas, AEA might have the answer for you.
Their IsoLoop antenna is a 32-inch-square
tuned loop antenna designed to operate from
14 MHz to 30 MHz . It's compact enough 10 be
placed in small areas. such as your attic or
your outside deck. We operated with the antenna in an attic, bedroom, radio room, on lop
01 a building , on a deck, and on the ground
(mounted on a 6-1001 mast).
You can mount the IsoLoop either vertically
or horizontally. We had good results working
OX from the Seattle area when the lsol oop in
the antenna was mounted in the horizontal
plane. We worked New Zealand. Argentina.
the USSR, and many other countries. When
the lsoloop was mounted in the vertical plane
we worked Japan, Australia, the UK. and other
coun tries. The radiation characteristics 01 the
antenna are quite differen t be tween the two
orientations.

Theory of Operation

Documentation
AEA provides a 16-page manual wi th the
Iso loop. The manual begins with a description 01 the featu res, theory of operation, and
the specifications of the antenna.
Most 01 the manual is dedicated to assembling, mounting, and tuning the antenna. It
includes three separate diagrams that are
drawn very well and labeled so that any amateur can identify the pans.
The manual also provides lour radiation
field patterns CO"esponding to how you have
the antenna mounted. One shows the radiation pattern il the antenna is mounled vertically ; the tetter three show radiation patterns il
the antenna is mounted horizontally at halfwave length, quarter-wave length. or close to
the ground. Atthe end of the manual there is a
schematic diagram and a parts pictorial of the
l C· ' . plus the wi re p inouts for the LC-1 l oop
Con tro ller.
Quality of Construction
The overall construction 01 the IsoLoop is
very good. The aluminum section 01 the antenna consists of about ¥.I-inch aluminum tubing
which is very strong and durable. The motor section of the antenna is encased in a plastic shield
that gives qreat protection from the rain.
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Price Class: $350

Photo A. The IsoLoop.
The two sides 01 the rain shield are attached
with 14 snap rivets . The snap rivets can be
removed very easily in case you need to take
the rain shield oH to examine the motor mechanism. Also, the rain shield has a couple of
small holes in the bottom to drain out any
accumulated moisture.
The two separate sections of the antenna
are held in place by two couplers which tighten down on the aluminum tubing. In between
the couplers, a bar is placed for mounting the
antenna on a tripod . The bar is made of wood
encased by Fiberglas"'.
The Fiberglas see ms to be the weake st
part of the const ruction of the ante nna.
We noticed some minor cracking near the
couplers after we tigh tened them to the bar,
even though we were retatively careful to 101low the instructions against over-tightening.

A very popular myth of amateur radio antenna theory states that "bigger is better," and
that small antennas cannot ever hope to approach the performance 01 a lull-sized anten-na. Proponents of this myth sometimes cite
reasoning such as " t he capture area is
smaller," and therelore a smaller antenna
" captures " less signal. The flaws in this reasoning are not particularty obvious and are
well beyond the scope 01 this review. For now,
let it suHice to say that the efficiency 01 an
antenna is not dependent upon its size. but
upon its losses.
A full-sized resonant antenna (dipole or vertical) has a " radiation resistance" of about
50-75 ohms. Any po wer dissipated by this
resistance is rad iated as a signa1. Because the
resistance of the anten na conductors (loss resista nce) is usually very low, often below 1
oh m, a full-sized anten na is very efficient.
Most of the power is dissipated by the rad iation re sistance (as signal) and very lillie is lost
to the resistance in the antenna conductors.
When an antenna is considerably shortened. the radiation resistance drops dramatically and the feed impedance becomes capacitive. To match such an antenna to a 50
ohm transmitter, a series indUC10r (oommonly
known as a " loading coil") is required to tune
out the capacitance of the shortened antenna.
Because a significantly shortened antenna
has a much lower radiation resistance, the
losses of the loading coil become very significant and the antenna's eHiciency is reduced
dramatically.
The rsotcoctakes a very different approach
to solving this problem. A shortened loop also
has a very low radiation resistance, but its
feed impedance is inductive. By forming a
parallel reson ant cir c u it
w i th a tun able low-loss
ca pacito r,
and minimizing any and
all resis tive
losses , it is
possible to PhotoB. The LC- l control box.

get very high efficiencies. Small transmilli ng
loops have been around for qu ite a while, having been used by the army for portable operation in Southeast Asi a. Ted Hart WSOJR describes the more recent vers ions in The ARRL
Antenna Book .
What is new about the lsoLoop is that AEA
has used patented techniques to redu ce
loss without resorting to expensive techniques such as vacuum variable capacitors.
Th is has made the lsoLoop remarkably cost
effective.
Mounting
T he rsc Loo p is primarily designed to
be mou nted in a ho rizonlal configu ra tion .
T his provides a n omnidirectional raotalion patt ern with maximu m radia tion aimed
at relat ively low angles for goo d OX performance .
When mo unted horizontally, the vertical
radiation pattern of the Isol oop is affected
by its height above ground . When it is
very close to the ground , maxim um radial io n is co ncen trated around 30 degrees.
As the antenna is ra i sed , the lobe becomes lower, down to 20 degrees at a quarterwavelength above ground, and around 13
degrees at a half-wavelength . like a dipole,
the higher the antenna is mounted , the lower
the angle of rad iat ion and the better the
OX performance. Aadiation from the ncnzonlally mounted IsoLoop i s horizontally
polarized.
The IsoLoopcan also be moun ted vertically.
Thi s provides a completely diflerenl characteristic, easily visuali zed as a vert ical doughnul oriented in the pl ane of the loop (radialion
at all vertical angles in the plane of the loop).
Nu lls in the pat ter n exist at low radiation
angles perpendicul ar to t he plane of the
loop , correspon ding to t he " hole" in t he
doughnut.
Vertical orie ntation can be useful for two
reasons. First , the " holes" in the pattern can
be used 10 null-out interfering stations . Second , at low heights above ground, better performa nce at low radia tion angles m ay be
obtained . The rad iation is vertically polarized
in this position .
In either configuration , special attention
must be paid to the " dressing" of the feedline and contrOl cable. These must be routed
as directly as possible toward the ce nter
of the loop , where they are fed th rough
the mast. II this is not done, antenna performance will be affected, and large amounts
01 A F can be induced onto the cabling, causing feed -line radiation and a " hot " radio
chassis.
When the tsotocc is correctly assembled
and installed , closely follOWi ng the directions
and cautions in the manual, teeoune radiation
is basically nonexistent.
Usage
T he tu ning of th e Isoloop is remo tely
controlled by the lC-1 l oo p com ro ller .
(See Photo B.) The l C-1 controls a stepper motor which is co upled to the large
air-dielectr ic tuning capacitor mounted in
the antenna, allowing the loop to be tuned
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for any frequency in the 14-30 MHz range.
AEA supplies a 50 loot shielded con trol cable which connects between the remote tuning box and the lsoloop (a 100' control cable
is available as an option). A small AC adapter
(included , domeslic only) powers the Lc.1 .
The LC-1 has two controls : a dual-position
momentary contact toggle switch, wh ich selects either forward or backward tun ing . and a
dial which sets the tun ing speed. To tune to a
particular portion of the band, lurn Ihe speed
control to fuU speed, and push the tuning
switch in either direction , then wait for a noise
peak in the receive r. Aller hearing the noise
peak (up to about 15 seconds, depending on
where you were previously tuned), slow the
tuning speed down, and use the forward/reverse switch to man ipulate the noise peak until it is the loudest. Aller maximizing the noise
peak, you sometimes need to retune the antenna slightly in orde r to get SWR down to
1.5:1 or less while trans mitting.
Once tuned , the loop is usable over a fairly
small bandwidth (from about 15 to 75 kHz ,
depending on the band) before the SWA gets
high enough (2:1) that retuning is necessary.
AI this point, retun ing is easier. Simply
click the tuning sw itch in the appropriate
direction to move the stepper motor one or
two steps while watching the SWR. Generally.
it takes 20 to 30 seconds to tune the lsoloop to
be usable on a different band , and 5 to 10
seconds to tune it to a different portion of the
same band.
Tuning the Le-t Loop Controller can
be tricky il you don't read the documentation. The cccumentancn gives good instructions on how to con trol the speed of the controlle r and how to get you r SWA as low as
possible.

artie relatively free of metal structures-wood
framed with cedar shingles-and on dry days
to minimize the effects of a damp rool . The AS
was present at Ihese tests as well, being
ground-mounted outside the house.
We also tested the lsoloop in various other
locations, including a sun deck about 10 feet
off of the ground, on a mast on the ground. and
on the rool of a house. The loop was also
tested in both the vertical and horizontal coofigurations in many 01 these locations.
The transceivers used for tesling included a
Yaesu FT-767GX, an ICOM IC-741 , and a
'ten-tee Omnl-v. Cabling for most tests was
through Belden AG-213fU or Belden 9913.
Inltlal Results
We worked a number of stations on 10, 15
and 20 met ers on a vari ety of days, both DX
and statesid e. On 20 and 10 met ers the
Isoloop was consistently 3-4 s-unns below
the AS, and 2-3 S-unils below the attic dipole,
both on receive and transm it. Filleen meter
comparisons showed slightly better performance, narrowing the gap between the antennas one S-un it or so.
This didn't seem right so we contacted Mike
lamb of AEA . He told us that we likely had a
problem with the connection of the two halves
01 the anlenna. Followi ng his instructions, we
used emery cloth to clean lhe ends of the
aluminum tUbing , then firmly tightened the
couplers wh ich connect them.
The difference was dramatic. The antenna
was now generally on a par with our reference
antennas. As it turned out , the poor connecbetween the two antenna halves had introduced enough resistance to cause a lot 01
power loss in the con nection . AEA has updated the manual to incl ude instructions on how
to circumvent this problem.

ucn

Performance Test Set-Up
We compa red the perf orm ance 01 the
AEA Iso l o o p agains t a Cushc raft A S
half-wave vertical (all bands) and a full-sized
attic dipole on 10 and 20 meters. The AS was
chosen as it covers the same set of bands as
the IsoLoo p, is in (ro ughly) the same price
range, and has a sim ilar radiation pattern.
AEA 's literature makes com parisons with
a dipole, and suggests the attic as a possible
mounting ptace lor their antenna , making
an attic dipole a natural comparison antenna
as well .
Most of the tests aga inst the R5 were done
using tripods and temporary masts on the flat
roof of an ind ustrial bu ilding on a hill. We
performed tests aga inst the att ic dipole in an
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only)
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More Test Results
Once we had the lsoloop working correctly
we again performed a series of tests . With the
lsoloop mounted horizontally, 34 feet above
ground , the signal strengths (both rece ived
and reported) on average were approximately
equal to the attic dipole on 10 and 20 meters,
with both antennas at similar heights. In some
cases one antenna or the other would have an
edge, likely depending on the angle of rad iauon required to make the contact .
Comparing the antenna with the AS gave
similar results. In general, the ground·mounted AS had a very slight edge i n signal
strength, but il was more susceptible to noise
pickup. Signals from low angles were generally with in 1 S-unit on the meter when comparing the two.
Under ideal conditions, with both antennas
a hall-wavelength above ground and no surroundi ng struct ures, the antenna appears to
average within one sixth 01an S-unit (1 dB) of a
dipole on 10 meters, and with in half an s-unrt
(3 dB) or so on 20 meters. Neither of these
differences are easily readable on an a-meter.
and the lsot.oop has less noise pickup.
When mo un ted vertically, the tsctcop
seemed much less dependent upon mounting
height, and performed rather well even when
mounted only severalleet above me ground .

When mounted at a hall-wavelength above
ground, however, the OX performance was
oonceemv bette r in the nc nzontar orienta tion.
No ise Rejecti on
On e i nteresti ng cha rac te ris tic 0 1 the
IsoLoop is thai lor signals received equally on
the retererce antennas and the tsctcoc. the
background noise was generally lower on the
IsoLoop.
On the rool 01the industrial building, a number of signals that were hard to copy on the R5
vertical because of industrial AFI were very
easil y copied on the IsoLoop. This was likely
d ue to th e hor izontal pola ri zation 0 1 th e
IsoLoop 's radiation pattern. co mbined with
the tight bandpass which helps prevent receiver front-end overload by out 01 band ORM.
Even when compared 10 a horizontal antenna. the geometry of the loop seems less likely
10 be susceptible 10 at mc ep he nc noise pickup
Ihan a dipole. Although this results in a signalto-noise improve ment in receiving, it of course
has no effec t on the transmitted siqnal.
Things We liked
SIZE: The rsctccc is only about 32 inches
on a side, and square. This is the smallest HF
antenna we've ever used , and it fits easily in
mosl attics. allhough one must be careful to
keep it in the clear and out of the range 01 (two
10 three teet away from ) near by conductive
objects which will detune it .

PORTABILITY: The antenna is very easy
to set up and take down . It only took us
10 minutes or SO 10 install the antenna on
a temporary mast and Iripod on a net rooftop.
NOISE REJECTION : The tight bandpass of
the IsoLoop effectively improves the front-end
selectivity of the receiver. The loop design and
horizontal polarization seem 10 help filler cut
local OA M under many conditions.
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We believe you will be pleasantly surprised,
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